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ABSTRACT
Recently, a new secure steganography algorithm has been proposed, namely, the secure Block Permutation
Image Steganography (BPIS) algorithm. The new algorithm consists of five main steps, these are: convert
the secret message to a binary sequence, divide the binary sequence into blocks, permute each block using
a key-based randomly generated permutation, concatenate the permuted blocks forming a permuted binary
sequence, and then utilize a plane-based Least-Significant-Bit (LSB) approach to embed the permuted
binary sequence into BMP image file format. The performance of algorithm was given a preliminary
evaluation through estimating the PSNR (Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio) of the stego image for limited
number of experiments comprised hiding text files of various sizes into BMP images. This paper presents a
deeper algorithm performance evaluation; in particular, it evaluates the effects of length of permutation
and occupation ratio on stego image quality and steganography processing time. Furthermore, it evaluates
the algorithm performance for concealing different types of secret media, such as MS office file formats,
image files, PDF files, executable files, and compressed files.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is the field of science that is concerned with hiding of information inside any
media file in ways that prevent the disclosure of the hidden information to unauthorized recipients
[1]. It is widely used as an information security approach to secure stored data or data exchanged
over non-secured communication channels [2]. Steganography conveys the information secretly
by concealing the very existence of information in some other media files such as image, audio,
video, text files, or any other files. The information to be concealed is called the secret message or
simply the secret; the media used to embed the secret is called the cover media, and the cover
along with the secret are called the stego media [3].
Steganography has received a significant attention from many researchers throughout the world,
especially, after the tremendous development in computer and Internet technologies, and the
growing concern about information security. Subsequently, many steganography approaches have
been proposed and used to develop a huge number of steganography algorithms. In particular,
there are four basic broad approaches that can be used to accomplish steganography; these are:
Lease-Significant-Bit (LSB), injection, substitution and generation approaches [4, 5].
Steganalysis is the art of identifying steganography by inspecting various parameters of stego
media. After steganalysis determines the existence of hidden message, a steganography attacks
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may be initiated to extract the secret message from the stego media or destroy it. As a result of
that more secure steganography techniques are required [6-8]. One possible approach is
combining cryptography and steganography, where cryptography can be used to conceal the
contents of the secret, and steganography conceals the existence of the secret [9].
Many information security algorithms have been developed combining encryption and
steganography algorithms to enhance information security [10]. One of the most recent
algorithms is the secure Block Permutation Image Steganography (BPIS) algorithm [11]. The
algorithm comprises five main steps; these are: convert the secret to a binary sequence, divide the
binary sequence into blocks of length N, permute each block using a key-based randomly
generated permutation P of length N, concatenate the permuted blocks to form a permuted binary
sequence, and, finally, embed the permuted binary sequence into a cover image using the LSB
approach. In [11], the algorithm performance is evaluated considering a limited number of
experiments covering hiding text files of various sizes into BMP images.
This paper presents a wider investigation and performance evaluation; in particular, it evaluates
the effects of length of permutation (N) and occupation ratio (R) on stego image quality and
steganography processing time. Furthermore, it evaluates the algorithm performance for hiding
different types of secret files, such as MS office files (*.docx, *.pptx, *.xlsx, image files (*.bmp,
*.png, and *.jpg), PDF files (*.pdf), executable files (*.exe), and compressed files (*.zip). The
PSNR between the stego and cover images was computed to estimate the distortion in stego
image quality. The experimental results demonstrate that increasing N has insignificant effects on
the stego image quality on one hand, and on the other hand almost linearly increases stenography
processing time, which makes it hard to attack the BPIS algorithm.
This paper is divided into six sections. This section introduces the main theme of the paper. In
Section 2, a literature review and summary of some of the most recent and related work are
provided. A description of the BPIS algorithm is given in Section 3. The performance measures
that are used in evaluating the performance of the BPIS algorithm are given in Section 4. A
number of image steganography experiments are presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally,
conclusions and recommendations for future research are pointed-out in Section 6.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section provides an overview on the main components of a typical steganography system and
briefly introduces current steganography approaches. Then, it reviews some of the most recent
algorithms that have developed using these approaches, for the purpose of identifying features,
advantages, and disadvantages of these algorithms.

2.1. Overview
Steganography is the art of hiding information by inserting a hidden (secret) message within other
media files (e.g., images, audio, video or any other media) [1]. A typical steganography system
consists of three main components, namely, secret, cover media, and stego media [12]. For a
secure steganography, a forth components is required, which is the key or the password. The basic
components of a secure steganography system are shown in Figure 1.
There are four basic steganography approaches that have been identified and widely used to
accomplish steganography; these are [4, 5]:
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1. Lease Significant Bit (LSB) approach, in which the LSBs of each byte of the cover media
are replaced with bits from the message. The LSBs are also known as the stego bits.
2. Injection approach, in which the source message is hidden within the cover media that
are ignored by the processing application. Therefore, avoid modifying those media bits
that are relevant to an end-user leaving the cover media perfectly usable.
3. Substitution approach, in which the least significant meaningful content of the cover
media is replaced with the source message in a way that causes the least amount of
distortion to the cover media.

Figure 1. Basic components of secure steganography system [11].

4. Generation approach, which is different from the injection and substitution approaches; it
does not require an existing cover media but generates a cover media for the sole purpose
of hiding the message.
The above approaches have been widely used by a large number of researchers to develop various
steganography algorithms. In this paper, we concern with the first steganography approach, the
LSB approach for developing secure block permutation image steganography algorithm;
therefore, next we shall review some of the most recent work on image steganography algorithms
utilizing the LSB approach.

2.2. Previous Work
A LSB image steganography that enhances the existing LSB substitution algorithms was
introduced in [10] to improve the security level of secret message. It encrypts the secret message
to protect it from being accessed by unauthorized users before being hidden within the LSB of the
image. The PSNR of the stego image was estimated to measure the stego images quality. The
obtained results demonstrated that using secret key cryptography provides good security and
PSNR value higher than general LSB based image steganography methods. Similarly, two
algorithms combining cryptography and steganography were introduced in [9], in which the
secret message is encrypted before being hidden. Although, such algorithms can provide higher
resistance to steganalysis, they usually take long processing time.
In [13] a steganography algorithm using non-uniform adaptive image segmentation with an
intelligent computing technique was presented to conceal large secret messages into color images.
The algorithm can provide a high capacity of up to 4-bit per byte while maintaining image visual
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quality. A steganography algorithm that divides the cover image into blocks and embeds the
corresponding secret data bits into each block without any permutation was developed in [14]. In
this algorithm, for each secret bit sequence, it performs a search on the rows and columns of the
layers to find the most similar row or column. Thus, the algorithm introduces a very low image
distortion in comparison to other existing algorithms.
A novel Genetic Algorithm (GA) evolutionary process was developed in [15] to secure
steganography encoding on JPEG images. A steganography algorithm for hiding text message
using the LSB approach along with the concept of chaos theory was described in [12]. The
algorithm provides security and maintains secrecy of the secret and provides more randomness. A
general LSB substitution model called the transforming LSB substitution model was developed in
[20] to embed secret data in LSBs of pixels in a cover image. An image steganography algorithm
for hiding a message into a gray level image was developed in [17]. In order to maximize the
storage of data inside the image, a steganography algorithm was proposed in [18] that utilized a
pre-compression step. Further literature review can be found in [11].

3. THE SECURE BPIS ALGORITHM
This section presents description of the proposed BPIS algorithm [11]. The algorithm makes use
of BMP image file as a cover media (cover image) to hide a secret message. It utilizes the LSB
approach, which is a simple way of steganography, where it replaces one or more of the LSBs of
the image pixels with bits from the secret message. The LSB approach either directly embeds the
secret message inside the planes of the pixels of the cover image, or, in some cases, the LSBs of
the pixels are visited in random or in certain positions of the image [10].
In order to be increase the immunity of the algorithm against steganalysis, the BPIS algorithm is
designed to have two main procedures, these are:
1. Security or pre-steganography procedure.
2. Steganography procedure.
Figure 2 shows the main components of the BPIS algorithm and a brief description of these two
procedures are given next.
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Figure 2. The main components of the BPIS algorithm [11].

3.1. Security Procedure
A security procedure is proposed to secure the secret message before proceeding with the hiding
it inside the cover image. The procedure, first, converts the secret message to a binary sequence
(secret binary sequence) using a certain character-to-binary conversion technique (such as ASCII
codes), where each character is converted to 8-bit binary representation equivalent to its ASCII
code and concatenated with binary representation of previous characters until all characters of the
secret message is proceed. Second, it divides the secret binary sequence into fixed-size blocks of
length N. Third, It permute each block using key-based randomly generated permutation, and if
the number of bits in the last block is less than N, then leave the block as it is. Finally, in the
fourth step, it reconstructs the secret binary sequence by concatenating the permuted blocks to
form a permuted binary sequence, which represent the permuted secret binary sequence.
The algorithm utilizes a simple password-based or key-based procedure to generate a permutation
P of length N. The permutation P is generated randomly using any Random Number Generator
(RNG). The same RNG and key or the password (K) must be used to determine P during the
secret message recovery process. The security of the BPIS algorithm depends on N, and the time
complexity is O(N!). In other word, performing a brute-force attack to determine P requires N!
trials. Although, a user can insert any appropriate integer value for N, it is preferable to select N
such that N≥256.

3.2. Steganography Procedure
The steganography approach used in the BPIS algorithm is the LSB, which modifies the LSBs of
the pixels of the cover image (cover Bytes) [10, 12, 16]. In LSB approach, the bits of the
permuted secret binary sequence are distributed among the LSBs of consecutive pixels, starting
from the Red plane (R-plane) of the top-left pixel moving towards the right modifying
consecutive pixels on the row, and then move to the next row on the same plane and so on until
modifying the 1st bit of the R-plane for all pixels. If the R-plane is not enough to host all secret
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bits, then the process continues in the same way on the Green and Blue planes (G-plane and Bplane). If it is still not enough, repeat the procedure above replacing the 2nd LSBs of the RGB
planes of all pixels, and continue replacing the 3rd LSBs if the 2nd LSBs of the RGB planes are
enough to host the permuted sequence. The process terminated when all secret bits are hidden
inside the cover Bytes of the cover image, subject to the constraint that the number of modified
LSBs should be not more than 3.
The maximum image capacity (Cmax) in Byte of the BPIS algorithm can be determined as [11]:
Cmax = (s · p · W · H) / b

(1)

Where, s represents the number of stego bits (limited to 3-bit in the BPIS algorithm), p represents
the number of color planes (3 for RGB color image), W and H represent the width and height of
the cover image in pixels, b represents the number of bits per Byte (bpb). For s=3, p=3, b=8, Cmax
can be calculated as:
Cmax = 1.125 W · H

(2)

Another parameter was introduced in [11], namely, the occupation time (R), which is calculated
by dividing the sizes of the hidden message (S) (secret message plus the stego header) by the
maximum allowable image capacity (Cmax). It is expressed mathematically as:
(3)
Where R is the occupation ratio, and S is the actual size of the hidden message (S=M+D, where M
is the size of the secret message and D is the size of the stego header).

4. PERFORMANCE MEASURES
The performance of the BPIS algorithm is evaluated by estimating the PSNR, which measures the
distortion in the stego image quality. In fact, the PSNR measures the variation between the stego
and cover images and it is expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel (dB) scale as [12]:
(4)
Where, MAXI is set to 255, and MSE (Mean Square Error) is the cumulative squared error
between the stego and cover images, and for 24-bit BMP images it can be calculated as [12, 18]:
(5)
Where S(w,h,p) and C(w,h,p) are the Byte values at plane p and position w,h on the stego and
cover images, P is the number of planes, and W and H are the width and height of the images. It is
clear from Eqn. (4) that the larger the PSNR the smaller is the difference between stego and cover
images, which means maintaining the image quality and at the same time makes it difficult for the
attacker to discover the existence of the secret message inside the stego image. For an algorithm
using three stego bits and RGB color image, the maximum MSE value is 7, which yields a
minimum PSNR of 31.23 dB.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The main objective of this paper is to evaluate the performance of the BPIS algorithm. In this
direction, we conducted two sets of experiments as summarized below.

5.1. Experimental Results for Set #1
This set comprises a number of experiments to evaluate the performance of the algorithm as
follows:
1. Investigate the effect of N on the stego image quality by estimating the PSNR between
the stego and cover images for standard text files of various sizes.
2. Estimate the following CPU times:
a. Total processing time (Ttot), which represents the CPU time required to accomplish
hiding the secret message inside the cover image.
b. Permutation generation time (Tgen), which represents the CPU time required to
compute a permutation P of length N.
c. Block permutation time (Tper), which represents the CPU time required to permute the
secret bits.
d. Steganography time (Tstego), which represents the CPU time required to conceal the
secret message inside the cover image. It also includes CPU time for reading the
cover image, converting cover Bytes to binary sequence, covert stego sequence to
stego Bytes, and save the stego Bytes into the stego image.
Thus, Ttot can be expressed as follows:
Ttot = Tgen + Tper + Tstego

(6)

In each experiment a standard text file is used as a secret and concealed inside the cover image
using the BPIS algorithm with different N. In particular, five permutation sizes N are considered;
these are, 0 (no permutation), 64, 128, 256, and 512. The cover image used is the Flowers.BMP.
It is three planes image with image width W=500 pixels and image height H=362 pixels. The total
size of the image is 543054 Bytes, 54 Byte for the image header and the remaining 543000 Byte
are pixel colors. In this case, the maximum image capacity Cmax is 203625 Byte. The results of the
PSNR are given in Table 1, which also shows the sizes of the text files and the occupation ratio
(R). The results for PSNR are also plotted in Figure 3.
Table 1. Variation of PSNR with N for various text files as secret messages.

Filename
Paper1
Paper2
Asyoulik
Alice29
RFCs

Size
(Byte)
53161
82199
125179
152089
195272

R (%)
26.1
40.4
61.5
74.7
95.9

0
52.211
49.032
45.675
42.787
39.376

Length of Permutation (N)
64
128
256
52.080
52.220
52.227
49.037
49.038
49.029
45.670
45.666
45.675
42.797
42.777
42.784
39.379
39.367
39.371

512
52.207
49.029
45.667
42.785
39.368
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Figure 3. Variation of PSNR with N for various text files as a secret messages.

For each of the above experiments, we also computed the CPU times Ttot, Tgen, Tper, and Tstego
discussed above. Table 2 lists the results for Tper and Ttot. Tgen depends on N, practically, it is
directly proportional to N, and it is computed as 0.016, 0.031, 0.047, and 0.11 sec for N=64, 128,
256, and 512 for all experiments. Finally, the experimental results show that Tstego is a function of
the size of the secret and independent of N. In particular, it is equal to Ttot when N=0, which is
expected as in this case Tgen and Tper are equal to 0, and if substituted in Eqn. (6), then Ttot=Tstwgo.
The timing results are for Intel® 2.2 GHz Core i7 CPU with installed memory of 6 GB, and
running Windows 7 Professional 64-bit operating system.
Table 2. The CPU times of Tper and Ttot for experiments of Set #1.

Filename
Paper1
Paper2
Asyoulik
Alice29
RFCs

0
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

64
38.42
113.26
280.57
431.07
749.35

Tper (sec)
128
256
38.17 38.10
112.51 112.51
280.94 280.38
428.53 428.35
747.41 747.97

512
38.43
112.67
280.22
429.16
747.07

0 (Tstego)
12.00
32.92
77.46
118.90
199.82

Ttot (sec)
64
128
51.85 49.48
149.44 145.28
358.01 358.33
550.37 547.40
999.75 948.40

256
49.26
145.37
357.86
546.95
949.38

512
49.97
145.51
357.78
547.58
950.41

The outcomes and discussions of the above experiments can be summarized as follows:
1. The permutation has insignificant effect on the stego image quality as the PSNR remains
unchanged regardless of N.
2. The stego image quality decreases as more stego bit are required to accommodate the
secret sequence (i.e., increasing R), which is very much expected as the variation may
increase with increasing number of stego bits. However, in all cases the stego image still
maintain acceptable quality and at the same time visual inspection shows excellent
invisibility.
3. For the same secret (text) file, Tper and Ttot remain unchanged with increasing N, because
the size of the secret message is unchanged. However, they increase with increasing
secret size. It can be easily realized that Ttot for permuted secret steganography is almost
4-5 times the non-permuted secret steganography. This makes attacking the BPIS
algorithm harder.
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5.2. Experimental Results for Set #2
This set of experiments determines the PSNR between the stego and covers images for concealing
different types of secret media files inside the same cover image described in Section 5.1. In
particular, we conducted a number of experiments for concealing a list of various media files. The
description, size of each media file, occupation ratio computed with reference to a maximum of 3
LSBs, and the PSNR of the stego are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Results for experimental Set #2.

#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Media
*.docx
*.xlsx
*.pptx
*.pdf
*.exe
*.bmp
*.jpg
*.png
*.zip

Description
MS Word Document
MS Excel Worksheet
MS Power Point Presentation
Adobe Acrobat Document
Application
BMP image
JPEG image
PNG image
WinRAR ZIP archive

Size (Byte)
189644
123895
189860
191238
188872
198774
188577
189240
160744

R (%)
93.1
60.9
93.2
93.9
92.8
97.6
92.6
92.9
78.9

PNSR (dB)
39.840
45.742
39.817
39.731
39.879
39.341
39.892
39.852
41.890

The results presented in Table 3 show that the stego image maintain the same image quality
regardless of the type of the secret media, and it only depends on the size of the secret media or
occupation ratio. Since, we demonstrated in the previous set of experiments that N has
insignificant effect on the PSNR, N is set to 128 for this set of experiments. These results are very
encouraging to use the PSNR as a powerful and secure steganography algorithm.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a comprehensive performance evaluation for the new secure BPIS
algorithm. In particular, it presented two sets of experiments to evaluate the performance of the
algorithm. The main outcomes of these two sets of experiments are: (1) The permutation has
insignificant effect on the stego image quality as the PSNR remains unchanged regardless of N.
(2) The stego image quality decreases with increasing occupation ratio as more stego bit are
required to accommodate the secret sequence. (3) Increasing N has no effect on the permutation
and total CPU times. (4) The total CPU time for the BPIS algorithm is about 4 to 5 times the nonpermuted algorithms (N=0) regardless of the size of the secret message. (5) The type of the secret
media has insignificant effect on the estimated PSNR and it is only affected by the size of the
media file. (6) In all experiments, the stego image maintain acceptable image quality and at the
same time visual inspections show excellent invisibility. (7) The relatively high processing time
of the BPIS algorithm makes it hard to be attacked.
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